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We are an exciting, growing, international technology company with over 20 years of history and locations in Austria, 
Norway, Germany, Australia and the US. We love challenges and are working for customers in harsh industries such 
as: oil & gas, marine & ports, mining and the automotive sectors. Our solutions make the customer’s world easier, safer 
and more efficient. Apply now and join the #IDENTECFamily!

We are looking for a 

Junior Software Engineer
(C# / .NET CORE /Angular)

JOB DESCRIPTION

What you can expect What you will work with/learn

 � A motivated and experienced team
 � Exciting technological challenges
 � Personal development and a global development team
 � Free company on-site parking and other benefits

 � C#/.NET Core
 � Angular/ Typescript/ Javascript
 � HTML/ CSS
 � Databases (SQL/ NOSQL)
 � Git/ version control
 � Monitoring/telemetry
 � Docker
 � REST/ SOAP/ GraphQL

CONDITIONS

Requirements Useful

 � Bachelor/master’s degree on similar, with focus on 
software

 � First experience in non-academic softwaredevelop-
ment projecs

 � Interested in working in international teams, company 
language is English

 � You have experience in using SCRUM
 � You like to work in distributed teams
 � Curiosity and interest in new technologies

Location
Kristiansand (Norway)

Weekly Hours
37.5 h

Contract
Full-Time

Languages
English ( & Norwegian)

Our daily challenge: Help customers with tracking their assets. To make this happen we are combining 20 years of 
experience with state-of-the-art technology. Therefore, we are expanding our team and look for an engaged and 
motivated Software Engineer to join. The mentoring by a senior engineer will assure a smooth and successful inte-
gration and personal growth. If you want to go on this exciting journey together with us, apply now!


